
Signal transmission and information processing enable ubiquitous telecommunication 
and global navigation, geolocation tracking and site-specific responsiveness – as 
well as unconfined surveillance and warfare by remote-controlled machines such 
as drones. Algorithms are designed to automate decision-making, gatekeeping and 
distribution of information. To keep pace with the progress, our bodies become 
increasingly dependent on machines, which require compatibility and continuous 
updates – keeping so-called users locked-in. One major problem is that control 
systems operate at fundamentally different levels, altering traditional hierarchies 
of scale but not of power. On the one hand, we can identify the formation of 
more advanced global architectures of control, which operate at the intersection 
of geopolitics and urban governance, are technology-supported and market-driven, 
and have radical and too often severe socio-spatial implications. On the other 
hand, these architectures of control operate to a large extent at the level of 
interactions and relations between people and machines, whereby the latter govern 
access to resources, spaces and infrastructure, and modify perception and spatio-
temporalities. In this context, how can we recuperate the recognition of the right 
to actively engage in making our habitat and develop the means to do so? 

This work aims to contribute to the specification of the inner workings of these 
architectures of control and implications of their formations by means of signal 
processing as analytical and compositional tool which allows for moving across 
different levels of control, mediating between body-machine relations and socio-
spatial practices. It does so by constructing a conceptual and contextual framework 
focused on the relations between technological developments in signal processing 
with respect to waves, abstractions of space and time, and technical operations and 
ensembles that indicate particular relations between central control functions and 
socio-spatial articulations. It contextualizes specific architectures of control 
and resistance, enabled by signal processing technologies from the late nineteenth 
century up until now, and maps specific formations, which cut across different scales 
and temporalities, from global circuits to urban spaces to body-machine relations. 
The theoretical research is intertwined with a design-driven component: a series 
of sound installations. The presented artifact seeks to make audible particular 
control functions by means of real-time processing and spatial distribution of 
site-specific, generated and recorded signals into a dynamic spatial composition. 
In the presentation, the talk is combined with a live performance interacting with 
the installation.

signal processing The processing of signals by means of hardwired or programmable devices, the signals being regarded as 
continuous or discrete and being approximated by analog or digital devices accordingly.  A Dictionary of Computing, Oxford 
University Press (2004). 
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Conceptual and contextual framework: signal processing, control and space-time

Image from previous work (site-specifi c sound installation by means of signal processing)
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